Please take a look at the time-stamped videos of the Loggins case that is listed on the city of East Lansing involving this case and please give me your feedback regarding excessive force, de-escalation, and the over procedural tactics in this arrest involving officers. I'm curious to know what you think and how we can improve.

Time Stamps

Video 1:
- 0:55 After Loggins’ trunk is unlocked, Officer Stephenson opens the trunk and begins a search without probable cause or permission from the owner of the vehicle
- 1:15 After Loggins asks why the officers are searching his car, Officer Stephenson shuts the trunk immediately and says “I'm not searching your car.”
- 1:30 Loggins sits back down in the driver seat of his car without the keys in the ignition and with the door open. Officer Nelson, with knowledge of the suspect's back problems, then rips Loggins from the car. The other officers assist Nelson in forcing a 62-year-old man to the ground and all 3 get on top of him. Though this portion of the video is hard to see, you can distinctly hear 4 loud thuds after Mr. Loggins is wrestled to the ground without much resistance.
- 1:50 Officer Stephenson is heard saying “I’m going to tase you”, the audio then cuts out for 5 seconds before we hear Mr. Loggins begging the officers to stop.
- 2:10 Over Mr. Loggins pleas to the officers to “stop being rough”, we can hear Officer Stephenson tell Mr. Loggins to stop resisting despite the fact that we can clearly see the suspect’s hands are already in handcuffs behind his back and he is no longer moving due to his body being pinned beneath three men larger than him.
- 2:50 Mr. Loggins is rolled onto his back by the three officers and an abrasion above Mr. Loggins' left eye can be seen for half a second before Officer Stephenson pulls the suspect's hood over his head in order to cover the wound from visibility. Though it is plain to see that Mr. Loggins's face is bleeding, the injury is not acknowledged until 8:15 when Mr. Loggins requests medical assistance to Officer Stephenson.

Video 3:
- 20:55 The audio on this video also cuts out for 5 seconds after Officer Stephenson tells Mr. Loggins, "I'm going to tase you."
- 21:20 After Officer Nelson puts his body camera back on, Officer Stephenson is again visible keeping Mr. Loggins on the ground by pressing his knee to the back of the suspect’s neck. Officer Stephenson can be seen applying varying amounts of pressure to the neck of Mr. Loggins using his knee for the next 30 seconds until he is rolled onto his stomach. Throughout this time, Mr. Loggins is handcuffed on the ground and is engaging in no active resistance whatsoever.
- 23:50 Either Officer Stephenson or Officer Sieman suggests that Mr. Loggins may have attempted cover items in his back seat when he was pulled over despite neither of them being present on the scene until 15 minutes after the traffic stop was initiated.

Video 5: Dashboard Camera
- The video begins with Officer Nelson’s car behind the car of Mr. Loggins stopped at a red light
- 0:28 The light turns green and as Mr. Loggins accelerates, the police lights are switched on to initiate the traffic stop. It is not exactly clear what causes Officer Nelson to pull Mr. Loggins over from the video. If he failed to signal on a turn, neither the turn or the failure to signal are demonstrated in this video.
- 19:39 Officer Stephenson and Officer Sieman appear approaching from the rear of the vehicle
- 19:53 The trunk of the vehicle is popped. Officer Sieman places his right hand on the ajar trunk door as if to await further instruction if they have the clearance to search it. Officer Stephenson lifts the trunk door anyway and quite clearly begins a search of the trunk without probable cause or permission from Mr. Loggins to do so, shining his flashlight in different spots of the trunk.
- 20:10 As Mr. Loggins exits the vehicle, Officer Stephenson pulls the trunk door down as to appear that he is not conducting an illegal search.
- 20:20 Officer Stephenson closes the trunk entirely after Mr. Loggins asks why a search is being conducted.
• 20:40 The takedown begins. Mr. Loggins is facing a felony charge of an assaulting an officer as a result of this incident. Officer Stephenson claims that he was bitten on the wrist by Mr. Loggins. This is the only time throughout any of the releases of police footage where Mr. Loggins mouth could have come in contact with Office Stephenson’s wrist. Once Officer Nelson has removed Mr. Loggins from the vehicle, Officer Stephenson grabs Mr. Loggins face with both hands as the suspect is screaming in pain. After Officer Stephenson applies this rather unusual hold, he then forces Mr. Loggins to the ground.

• 20:40-20:50 On three separate occasions during this ten-second span, Officer Stephenson can be seen thrusting Mr. Loggins into the ground. As the ELPD has denied that Mr. Loggins was slammed into the ground three times, this calls into question what is defined in the arrest procedures as a “slam” or if there is any definition for such a motion at all.

• 20:55 As the officers are getting control of Mr. Loggins right arm to be handcuffed, Officer Stephenson can be seen forcing Mr. Loggins into the ground with much more force than the previous 3 motions. From the video, it is unclear whether Officer Stephenson is applying this force to the head or the right shoulder of Mr. Loggins. However, a loud cracking sound can be heard once Officer Stephenson forces Mr. Loggins back to the ground. For the remaining 60 seconds of the time Mr. Loggins spends face down on the pavement, his head will be restrained beneath the knee of Officer Stephenson.